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Grey House Publishing announces the Tenth Edition of
Educators Resource Directory
Grey House Publishing is proud to announce the publication of the 2013/2014 edition of
Educators Resource Directory. This comprehensive resource is designed to provide educators,
administrators, and other education professionals with immediate access to a unique combination of
educational resources along with important educational statistics and rankings.
With over 6,000 entries, organized into 21 chapters, it would take many hours of searching
through multiple resources to uncover all the information presented in this one, easy-to-use volume.
Listings include associations, publications, trade shows, workshops and training programs designed not
only to help educators advance professionally, but also to give them the resources they need to help
their students, their schools, and their state win President Obama’s Race to the Top. This competitive
grant program, now in its third year, is designed to encourage and reward states that 1. create
conditions for education innovations and reform, 2. achieve significant improvement in student
outcomes, and 3. implement ambitious plans in core education reform areas. Following this
introduction is a comprehensive Race to the Top Executive Summary, followed by those states that
have continued to progress in the second year of the program.
The directory section of this 2013/14 edition contains nearly 6,200 listings included in the
book. Section I: Resources, contains chapters 1-13, which cover topics such as:
 Associations & Organizations: this chapter organizes associations into 16 distinct categories
from Administration to Technology
 Conferences & Trade Shows: lists everything from large trade conventions of classroom
resources and equipment suppliers to small, specialized conferences that target rural
education and specific teaching challenges. Events are listed regionally.
 Consultants: gives information on educational consulting services, including curriculumbuilding guidance, school district organization and facility format.
 Financial Resources: gives details on 627 grants, foundations and scholarships.

 Teaching Opportunities Abroad: includes not only U.S. government schools, but also
American schools overseas. This chapter is organized geographically by region, and
provides contact information, grade level and enrollment number on schools
 Publications: find where to publish research findings which testing materials best suit your
needs, how to incorporate technology into your classroom and where to find innovative
classroom supplies.
 School Supplies: focuses on the latest Classroom Technology, Scientific Equipment,
Furniture, and Sports & Playground Equipment.
Section II: Statistics and Rankings, offers 229 charts in main categories and subcategories.
From Elementary to post-secondary levels, these statistics and rankings include data not only on the
American educational system, but also on Canadian and international education.
Using the most current data available, this section helps to complete the picture for educators
making career development decisions, for school administrators interested in comparing fiscal health
and educational scores, and for anyone doing educational research.
The third and final section of the 2013/14 Educators Resource Directory includes three indices:
 Entry & Publisher Name Index: alphabetical list of both entry names and the companies
that publish the listed material. Publishers and parent organizations are boldfaced.
 Geographic Index: state-by-state listings of all entries
 Subject Index: organized by core subjects plus Special Education, Technology and No
Child Left Behind (NCLB) related listings.
Educators Resource Directory 2013/14 is also available for subscription via Grey House
Online Database. Subscribers can do customized searches that instantly locate needed information.
Visit http://gold.greyhouse.com or call 800-562-2139 to set up a free trial.
“. . . an important reference source overflowing with information educators may use for their
own improvement or as an aid for winning a . . . Race to the Top grant. . . . The glossary is handy and
the indexes are accurate. All school, public and academic libraries need an up to date education
directory . . . and this is a worthy choice.”
-American Reference Book Annual
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